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Abstract
We describe a mixture density propagation algorithm to estimate

3D human motion in monocular video sequences based on obser-
vations encoding the appearance of image silhouettes. Our ap-
proach is discriminative rather than generative, therefore it does
not require the probabilistic inversion of a predictive observation
model. Instead, it uses a large human motion capture data-base and
a 3D computer graphics human model in order to synthesize train-
ing pairs of typical human configurations together with their realis-
tically rendered 2D silhouettes. These are used to directly learn to
predict the conditional state distributions required for 3D body pose
tracking and thus avoid using the generative 3D model for infer-
ence (the learned discriminative predictors can also be used, com-
plementary, as importance samplers in order to improve mixing or
initialize generative inference algorithms). We aim for probabilis-
tically motivated tracking algorithms and for models that can rep-
resent complex multivalued mappings common in inverse, uncertain
perception inferences. Our paper has three contributions: (1) we
establish the density propagation rules for discriminative inference
in continuous, temporal chain models; (2) we propose flexible algo-
rithms for learning multimodal state distributions based on compact,
conditional Bayesian mixture of experts models; and (3) we demon-
strate the algorithms empirically on real and motion capture-based
test sequences and compare against nearest-neighbor and regression
methods.

Keywords: density propagation, mixture modeling, hierarchical
mixture of experts, 3D human tracking, Bayesian methods, sparse
regression.

1 Introduction and Motivation

We consider the problem of tracking and reconstructing (in-
ferring) 3D articulated human motion in monocular video se-
quences. This is a challenging research topic with a broad
set of applications for scene understanding, but our argument
applies more generally to temporal state estimation prob-
lems. Approaches to tracking and modeling can be classi-
fied as generative and discriminative. They are similar in
that both require a state representation ( � ) , here a 3D human
model with kinematics (e.g. joint angles) or shape (surfaces
or joint positions), and they both use a set of image features
as observations ( � ) for state inference. (Often, a training set,���
	�� ������������� �������������

sampled from the joint distribu-
tion is available.) The computational goal for both approaches

is common: the conditional distribution, or a point estimate,
for the model state, given observations.

Generative algorithms typically model the joint distribu-
tion using a constructive form of the the observer: the obser-
vation likelihood or cost function. Inference involves com-
plex search over the state space in order to locate the peaks of
the likelihood, e.g. using non-linear optimization or sampling.
Bayes’ rule is then used to compute the state conditional from
the observation conditional and the state prior. Learning can
be both supervised and unsupervised. This includes priors on
the state [10, 12, 21], dimensionality reduction [22] or esti-
mating the parameters of the observation model (e.g. texture,
ridge or edge distributions) using problem-dependent, natural
image statistics [19]. Temporal inference (tracking) is framed
in a clear probabilistic and computational framework based
on mixture or particle filters [13, 10, 25, 21, 26].

It has been argued that generative models can flexibly re-
construct complex unknown motions and can naturally han-
dle problem constraints. It has been counter-argued that both
flexibility and modeling difficulties lead to expensive, uncer-
tain inference [10, 25, 23, 21], and that a constructive form
of the observer is somewhat indirect with respect to the task,
that requires conditional state estimation and not conditional
observation modeling.

These arguments motivate the complementary study of dis-
criminative algorithms [7, 17, 20, 18, 2] that model and pre-
dict the state conditional directly in order to simplify infer-
ence. Prediction however involves missing (state) data, unlike
learning that is supervised. But learning is also difficult be-
cause modeling perceptual data requires adequate representa-
tions of highly multimodal distributions.1 While this implies
that, strictly, the inverse mapping from observations to states
is multi-valued and cannot be functionally (and globally) ap-
proximated, several authors made initial progress by treating
it so [20, 4, 17, 28, 2]. Some approaches constructed data
structures for fast nearest-neighbor retrieval [20, 4, 28, 17]
or learned regression parameters [2]. Inference involved ei-
ther indexing for the nearest-neighbors of the observation and
using their state for locally weighted predictions, direct pre-

1This reflects the structure of the problem and not a particular modeling.
E.g. think of conversations observed from a side, where gestures pointing
towards or away from the camera are common. Humans can initiate a large
variety of motions starting from passive (e.g. stand-up) positions. Many state
trajectories will intersect and produce ambiguity in such regions.
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diction using the learned regressor parameters [2], or affine
reconstruction from joint centers [17].

Among discriminative methods, a notable exception is [18],
who clustered their dataset into soft partitions and learned
functional approximations (perceptrons) within each. How-
ever, clusterwise functional approximation [9, 18] is only go-
ing halfway towards a multivalued inversion because infer-
ence is not straightforward. For new inputs, cluster member-
ship probabilities cannot be computed as during (supervised)
learning, because the state is missing. The joint mixture coef-
ficients are not useful either because they are the fixed cluster
membership averages over the training set. Therefore the ex-
tent to which each perceptron is good at predicting a given
output is not easy to compute. On the other hand, averaging
predictions from multiple perceptrons can give unsatisfactory
results (see fig. 2 for a discussion). Nevertheless, the method
is useful as a proposal mechanism, e.g. during generative in-
ference based on quadrature-style Monte-Carlo approxima-
tions and indeed this is how it has primarily been used [18].
A related method has been proposed by [11], where a mixture
of probabilistic PCA is fitted to the joint distribution of multi-
view silhouettes and corresponding 3D pose, and reconstruc-
tion is based on MAP estimates. In this multi-image setting
the state conditional could be unimodal, but conditional com-
putation requires, in principle, application of Bayes’ rule and
marginalization [24].

To summarize, it has been argued that discriminative mod-
els provide fast inference and interpolate flexibly in the
trained region. But they can fail on novel inputs, especially
if trained using small datasets. Increasing the training set or
the complexity of motion inevitably leads to multimodal state
conditionals ( � 3). But learning such distributions is difficult
and most exiting methods [20, 28, 11, 2] are unimodal. Fi-
nally, discriminative methods lack a clear probabilistic tempo-
ral estimation framework that has been so fruitful with gener-
ative models [13, 10, 25]. Existing tracking algorithms [28, 2]
involve per-frame state inference, possibly using estimates at
previous timesteps [28, 2], but do not rely on a proven set of
independence assumptions or propagation rules. What distri-
butions should be modeled and how should they be combined
for optimal solutions?

The research we present has three contributions:
(1) We propose a probabilistic framework and derive the

density propagation rules for inference in discriminative, con-
tinuous chain models. The key ingredients of this approach
are: (a) the structure of the model (see fig. 1 and � 2.1); (b)
the representation of local, per-node conditional state distri-
butions (see (2) below and � 2.2); (c) the belief propagation
(chain inference) procedure ( � 2.1). Here we work paramet-
rically (and analytically) to predict and propagate Gaussian
mixtures [23]. Alternatively, non-parametric belief propaga-
tion methods like [26, 21] can be applied to solve (c).

(2) We describe conditional Bayesian mixture of experts

representations2 that allow flexible discriminative modeling.
These are based on hierarchical mixture of experts [14, 29, 6],
an elaborated version of clusterwise or switching regression
[9, 18], where the expert mixture proportions (called gates)
are themselves observation-sensitive predictors, synchronized
across experts to give properly normalized state distributions
for any input observation. Inference is simple, contextual,
and produces multimodal state conditionals. Our learning
algorithm is different from the one of [29] in that we use
sparse greedy approximations, and differs from [6] in that
we use type-II maximum likelihood Bayesian approximations
[15, 27], and not structured variational ones.

(3) We demonstrate the proposed algorithms on real and
motion capture-based test sequences and present comparisons
with nearest neighbor and regression methods.

2 Formulation

We work with discriminative graphical models with a chain
structure, as shown in fig. 1, These have continuous tem-
poral states ��� , � � ���������

, prior � � ��� � , observations�	� . For notational compactness, we also consider joint
states 
�� � � ��� ���� � ����� � ����� or joint observations ��� �� ����� ����� ����� � . Learning and inference is based on local con-
ditionals: � � ����� ��������� , � � ����� ����� , and � � ����� ��������������� .
2.1 Discriminative Density Propagation

Figure 1: A discriminative chain model reverses the direc-
tion of the arrows that link the state and the observation, com-
pared with a generative one. The state conditionals � � ����� ��� �
or � � ��� � ������� ����� � can be learned using training pairs, and di-
rectly predicted during inference. Instead, a generative ap-
proach will model and learn � � ����� ����� and do a more complex
probabilistic inversion to compute � � ��� � �	��� via Bayes’ rule.

For filtering, we wish to compute the optimal distribution� � ����� ��� � for the state ��� , conditioned by observations ��� up
to time � . The filtered density can be derived as (see [24] for
conditional independence assumptions implied by the graphi-
cal model in fig. 1 and for a proof):

� � ��� � ��� � ���������� � � ��� � ��������� �	� �!� � ������� � ������� � (1)

2An expert is any functional approximator, e.g. a perceptron or regressor.
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(In fact, (1) can be derived more generally, based on a predic-
tive conditional that depends on a larger window of observa-
tions up to time � [24].) In practice, we model � � � � � � ����� � � � �
as a conditional Bayesian mixture of � experts (c.f . � 2.2).
The prior � � � ����� � � ����� � is also represented as a mixture with� components. To compute the filtered posterior we inte-
grate �  pairwise products of Gaussians analytically. This
requires the linearization of our generally non-linear, but para-
metric, easily differentiable state conditionals. The means of
the expanded posterior are clustered and the centers are used
to initialize a reduced � -component approximation, refined
using variational optimization [23].3

It is worth noticing that a discriminative corrective condi-
tional � � ����� ������� ����� � can be in practice more sensitive to in-
correct previous state estimates than ‘memoryless’ distribu-
tions like � � � � � � � � . However we assume, as in any probabilis-
tic approach, that the training and testing data are represen-
tative samples from the true underlying distributions in the
domain. In practice, for improved robustness it is straightfor-
ward to include an importance sampler based on � � � � � � � � to
eq. (1), as we also use for initialization (see � 3). Often it is
also useful to correct out-of-sample observations ��� (caused
e.g. by inaccurate silhouettes due to shadows) by projecting
onto � � � � . Out of sample inputs or high entropy filtered pos-
teriors can be indicative heuristics of the loss of track, or the
absence of the target from the scene.

2.2 Bayesian Mixture of Experts Model (BME)

This section describes our methodology for learning mul-
timodal conditional distributions for discriminative tracking
(e.g. � � ��� � �	��� or � � ��� � ������� ����� � in � 2.1). Our proposal is mo-
tivated by the observation that many perception problems like
reconstruction or tracking involve the recovery of inverse, in-
trinsically multivalued mappings. Static or dynamic state esti-
mation ambiguities translate into multimodal conditional dis-
tributions (fig. 2). To represent them we use several ‘experts’
that are simple function approximators. The experts trans-
form their inputs4 into output predictions that are combined
in a probabilistic mixture model based on Gaussians centered

3It is possible to use a generative model, but express the propagation rules
in terms of discriminative conditionals, in order to simplify inference [24]:

��������� 	
���� ��������� �������������� ��� ���� ��������� � ����� ������� ����� � 	 ����� � (2)

where ����� � ����� � ���� ����� � � � ����� ������� ����� � . Implementing (2) requires re-

cursively propagating both ����� � � 	 � � and ����� � � (an equilibrium approxima-
tion could be precomputed), two mixture simplification levels, inside the in-
tegrand and outside it through the multiplication by ��������� ����� and a division
by ��� � � � (see [24] for details).

4The ‘inputs’ can be either observations �!� , when modeling ��������� ����� or
observation-state pairs � � �����!" � � � for ����� � � � ������" � � � . The ‘output’ is the
state throughout. Notice that temporal information will be considered when
learning ��� ���#� � ������" ����� .

around them. The model is consistent across experts and in-
puts, i.e. the mixing proportions of the experts reflect the dis-
tribution of the outputs in the training set and they sum to 1
for every input. Some input domains can be predicted com-
petitively by multiple experts and will have multimodal con-
ditionals. Other ‘unambiguous’ inputs may be predicted by a
single expert, with the others effectively switched-off, having
negligible probability (see fig. 2). This is the rationale behind
a Bayesian mixture of experts and provides a powerful mecha-
nism for the contextual modeling of complex multimodal dis-
tributions. Formally this is described by:

� � � � � �#$ �&% ��'�� �)(*
�+���, � � � '  �!� � � � � �#$  �&% ��� � (3)

, � � � '� � � -/.�01�2354 - . 06 2 (4)

� � � � � �#$  �&% ��� � �87 � � � $  ����% ��� � (5)

Here � are input or predictor variables, � are outputs or re-
sponses, , are input dependent gates, computed in terms of
regressors c.f . (4), with weights '  . Notice how , are normal-
ized to sum to 1 for consistency, by the softmax construction,
for any given input � . Also � are Gaussian distributions (5)
with covariances % ��� , centered at different ‘expert’ predic-
tions, here regressors5 with weights $  . The parameters of
the gates and the ones of the experts are collectively stored
in
� ' , $ �&% � . As in many Bayesian settings [15, 27, 6], the

weights
� ' �#$ � , are controlled by hierarchical priors, typi-

cally Gaussians with mean 0, and having inverse variance hy-
perparameters

�:9 �#; � controlled by a second level of Gamma
distributions. This gives an automatic relevance determina-
tion mechanism [15, 27] that avoids overfitting, and encour-
ages compact models with fewer non-zero weights for effi-
cient prediction.

Our learning algorithm for the mixture of experts model
is more complex, here we omit details due to space limita-
tions (see [24]). As in many prediction problems we optimize
the parameters < � � $ �&% �&' � 9 �#; � to maximize the log-
likelihood of a data set,

� � 	�� �  ������ � � � ��������� �
, i.e.

the accuracy of predicting � given � , averaged over the data
distribution. For learning, a full Bayesian treatment would
require integration over all parameters and hyperparameters.
Because this is intractable, we design an iterative Bayesian
EM algorithm based on type-II maximum likelihood [15, 27].
This uses Laplace approximation for the hyperparameters and
analytical integration for the weights, which in this setting be-
come Gaussian [15, 27].

Our algorithm proceeds as follows. In the E-step we esti-
mate the posterior:

5We write the mixture using linear models to avoid clutter, but it is
straightforward to use non-linear kernels, as we do in many experiments [24].
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Figure 2: An illustrative dataset [6] consists of about 250 values of � generated uniformly in
��� � � � and evaluated as � �

��� � � ���
	������� � ����� , with � drawn from a zero mean Gaussian with standard deviation 0.05. Notice that � � � � � � is multimodal.
(a) Left shows the data colored by the posterior membership probability � (6) of three expert kernel regressors. (b) Middle
shows the gates , (4), as a function of the input, but also the three uniform probabilities (of the joint distribution) that are
computed by a clusterwise regressor [9, 18]. (c) Right shows how a single kernel regressor cannot represent this multimodal
distribution (it may either average the data or zig-zag through its multiple branches, depending on the kernel parameters).

� � � � � � $ ���% ���'  � � , � � � ' �� � � � � � �#$ ���% ��� �3�� , � � � '
� � � � � � � ��$ � �&% ���� � (6)

This gives the probability that the expert � has generated the
data, and requires knowledge of both inputs and outputs (there
is one � for each expert-training pair). In the M-step we solve
two weighted regression problems, one for each expert and
one for its gate. The first learns the expert parameters $  ,
based on training data

�
, weighted according to the current

membership estimates � . The second optimization teaches
the gates , how to predict � .6 Both solutions are based on
ML-II, with greedy (regressor weight) subset selection. This
strategy aggressively sparsifies the regressor by eliminating
inputs with small weights after each iteration.

Inference (state prediction) is straightforward using (3).
The result is a conditional mixture distribution with compo-
nents and mixing probabilities that are input-dependent. In
fig. 2 we explain the model using an illustrative toy example
and show the relation with clusterwise and single regressors.

3 Experiments

This section describes our experiments as well as the training
sets and the image features we use. We show results on real
and artificially rendered motion capture-based test sequences,
and give comparisons with existing methods.

Training Set, Model Representation and Image Features:
It is difficult to obtain ground truth for human motion and even
harder to train using many viewpoints or lighting conditions.
Therefore, to gather data, we use as others [18, 20, 2, 28],
packages like Maya (Alias Wavefront), with realistically ren-
dered computer graphics human surface models, that we an-

6Prediction based on the input only is essential for inference, where mem-
bership probabilities (6) cannot be computed because the output is missing.

imate using human motion capture [1]. Our human repre-
sentation ( � ) is based on an articulated skeleton with spheri-
cal joints, and has 56 d.o.f. including global translation. Our
database consists of about 3000 samples that involve a variety
of human activities including walking, running, turns, ges-
tures in conversations, quarreling and pantomime. We have
studied empirically how ambiguous a sample of our training
data is. This is shown and discussed in fig. 3.

Our choice of image features is based on previously de-
veloped methods for shape and texture modeling [8, 17, 5].
We work with silhouettes and we assume that in real settings
these can be obtained using a statistical background subtrac-
tion method (we use one based on separately built foreground
and background models, using non-parametric density esti-
mation and motion segmentation). Silhouettes are informative
for human pose estimation, although prone to certain ambigu-
ities like the left / right limb assignment in side views or lack
of observability of some of the d.o.f., e.g.

�������
ambiguities

in the global azimuthal orientation for frontal views. These
are multiplied by intrinsic forward / backward monocular am-
biguities [25] that are common in many human interaction
scenarios. (While no image descriptor set is likely to easily
help discriminate them, this further motivates our probabilis-
tic, multiple hypothesis approach.) We use shape context fea-
tures extracted on the silhouette [5, 17, 2] (5 radial bins, 12
angular bins, with bin size range 1 / 8 to 3 on log scale). We
also experiment with pairwise edge angle and distance his-
tograms [3] collected inside the silhouette. The features are
computed at a variety of scales and sizes for points sampled
on the silhouette. To work in a common coordinate system,
we cluster all features in the training set into K=40 clusters.
To compute the representation of a new shape feature (a point
on the silhouette), we ‘project’ onto the common basis by in-
verse distance weighted voting into the cluster centers. To
obtain the representation ( � ) for a new silhouette we regu-
larly sample about 100 points on it’s contour and add all their
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Figure 3: Analysis of ‘multimodality’ for a training set (the ‘number of clusters’ axis on logscale): (a) Left: � � � ��� ����� (1912
clusters / 2000 points). (b) Middle: � � ����� ��������� ��� � (1912 clusters / 2000 points). (c) Right: � � ��� � ��������� �	� � (1409 clusters / 2000
points). We cluster the features and joint angle vectors, independently, into a large number of clusters. We build histograms
for the number of joint angle clusters that fall under the same feature cluster. This quantifies the ambiguity in the database at
the feature and joint angle cluster scale. We select many clusters to simulate the effect of small perturbations in the input. In
those cases any feature neighbor (not necessarily the desired one) may be the closest to an input silhouette query. The input
neighborhood induces a distribution over clusters of joint angles. We notice that even at this fine scale, the conditionals are
multimodal. Decreasing the number of clusters in (c) sharply increases multimodality. Working with the previous state and
the current observation (middle and right plot) does not eliminate ambiguity. This is not wild, but severe enough to cause
tracking failure or significant errors during initialization (so we observe in various tests). We expect increasing ambiguity for
larger training sets. A similar two-level clustering strategy is used to initialize the learning procedure for the BME models. We
initially cluster based on the input components and then separately cluster the samples within each ‘input’ cluster based on the
output components. This aims to avoid situations where single experts would inconsistently represent multiple branches of the
inverse pose mapping (see fig. 2) leading to models that correspond to poor likelihood optima.

feature vectors into a feature histogram. This representation
is semi-local, rich and has been effectively demonstrated in
many applications, including texture recognition [8] or pose
prediction [17, 20, 2].

Comparisons: We compare our Bayesian mixture of experts
(BME) conditional models with other competing methods like
weighted nearest neighbor (NN) or the relevance vector ma-
chine (RVM) [27]. Our test set consists of a variety of hu-
man activities obtained using motion-capture and artificially
rendered. This provides ground truth and allows us to con-
centrate on the algorithms and factor out the variability given
by the imperfections of our human model, or the noise in the
silhouette extraction in real images. The results are shown
and discussed in (the caption of) table 1. In general the BME
model gives better average estimates and significantly lower
maximum errors. Notice also that for the purpose of the com-
parison we have only considered the most probable prediction
of the BME. However, while the correct solution is not always
predicted as the most probable, it is often the case that is still
present among the top modes predicted by the BME, see e.g.
fig. 4c. For probabilistic tracking, this ‘approximately correct’
behavior is desirable because the correct solution will still be
propagated with significant probability. We notice that de-
spite transient distraction, the model often recovers the most
probable solution during subsequent frames.

Real Image Sequences. Picking and Dancing: In fig. 5, we
show the result of tracking a real image sequence consisting
of 2 seconds of video, 60 fps. Our experiments involve both
Bayesian single hypothesis tracking based on a single expert,

propagated using (1), as well as multiple hypotheses tracking
based on a BME model learned using 5 experts that are regres-
sors with RBF kernels and degree of sparsity varying between
5%-25%. We initially tested the single hypothesis tracker.
This tracks the beginning of the sequence but fails shortly af-
ter, as its input kernels stop firing due to an out-of-range input
predicted from the previous timestep (see [24] for images and
details). To factor out the effect of imperfect silhouettes or
initialization7 and to make sure that failure is due to motion
or feature representation ambiguities, we also attempted to
reconstruct a similar sequence using artificially rendered im-
ages, generated from a motion trajectory in the database. Even
in that case, the single hypothesis tracker failed. In fig. 5 we
show results using a 5-mode BME tracker that successfully
reconstructs the motion. While the reconstruction is perceptu-
ally plausible, there are imperfections, possibly reflecting the
bias introduced by our training set – e.g. notice that the knee
of the model is tilted outward whereas the knee of the hu-
man is tilted inward. We also observe persistent multimodal-
ity for those joints more actively moving, e.g. the right wrist,
the right femur and the right shoulder, which have, quite con-
stantly, about 5 modes in their posterior. In general, in the
beginning of the sequence there is more ambiguity for almost
all the joints, but it tends to decrease (but not disappear) dur-
ing tracking. However, the joints that are occluded or very
much project inside the silhouette tend to have persistent am-
biguities perhaps due to folds in clothing, or shadows.

7We initialize using the conditional ����� � � � � � , learned using BME. For
single hypothesis tracking, we select the most probable component.
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� � ��� � ����� � � ����� ��������� �	� �
Sequence

NN RVM BME NN RVM BME
NORMAL WALK 4 / 20 2.7 / 12 2 / 10 7 / 25 3.7 / 11.2 2.8 / 8.1
COMPLEX WALK 11.3 / 88 9.5 / 60 4.5 / 20 7.5 / 78 5.67 / 20 2.77 / 9

RUNNING 7 / 91 6.5 / 86 5 / 94 5.5 / 91 5.1 / 108 4.5 / 76
CONVERSATION 7.3 / 26 5.5 / 21 4.15 / 9.5 8.14 / 29 4.07 / 16 3 / 9

PANTOMIME 7 / 36 7.5 / 53 6.5 / 25 7.5 / 49 7.5 / 43 7 / 41

Table 1: Comparative results showing RMS errors per joint angle (average error / maximum joint average error) in degrees for
two conditional models, � � ����� �	� � and � � ����� ������� ����� � . We compare three different algorithms on motion-capture, synthetically
generated test data (we select the best candidate for each test input, there is no probabilistic tracking, but � � � ��� ��������� ��� � has
memory). The algorithms are: NN (nearest neighbor with soft state weighing, proportional to the inverse distance to input
feature), RVM (relevance vector machine), BME (Bayesian mixture of experts, with most probable mode selected). We use
several training sets: walking diagonal w.r.t. to the image plane (train 300, test 56), complex walking towards the camera and
turning back (train 900, test 90), running parallel to the image plane (train 150, test 150), conversation involving some hand
movement and turning (train 800, test 160), pantomime (1000 train, 100 test). The training has been done separately for each
sequence, to limit ambiguity, and we initialize from ground truth. This favors unimodal approaches, especially when using� � � � � � ����� ��� � � , as they may not recover from an incorrect initialization. Notice that BME has typically smaller average errors
and significant smaller maximum errors. The large maximum error for running seems consistent across various methods and
corresponds to the right hand joint. For the BME, we only measure the error w.r.t. the most probable mode but we observe that
even when this is not the most likely, it is still among the probable ones predicted (see fig. 4c).
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Figure 4: Quantitative tracking results for the dancing sequence. (a) Left: shows the maximum and minimum distance for the
modes of the root joint vertical axis rotation angle. The minimum distance is only informatively shown, it does not necessarily
reflect modes that will survive the mixture simplification. Most likely, modes that cluster together will collapse. (b) Middle:
same as (a) for the left femur. (c) Right: shows the accuracy of our mixture predictor. Notice that the most probable mode
according to the model is not always the most accurate one.

We conclude with experiments where we reconstruct a
more challenging dancing sequence consisting of 400 frames.
We include 300 frames in the training set and test on 100 of
them. Image results are shown in fig. 6, whereas quantitative
results are shown in fig. 4. Although the poses we reconstruct
are not geometrically perfect and there are sometimes errors
at the hands and the legs, the BME prediction still captures
the underlying 3d poses in a perceptually plausible way.

4 Conclusions

We have presented a mixture density propagation framework
for temporal inference using discriminative models. We ar-

gued that despite their success, existing methods do not of-
fer a formal management of uncertainty and we explained
why current representations cannot model multivalued rela-
tionships that are pervasive in inverse, perception problems.
We contribute by establishing the density propagation rules
in discriminative, continuous, temporal chain models and by
proposing compact Bayesian mixture of experts models capa-
ble of representing multimodal conditionals. We show results
on real and synthetically generated image sequences, and give
comparisons against nearest neighbor and regression meth-
ods. Our study suggests that flexible conditional modeling
and uncertainty propagation are both essential for success-
ful reconstruction. We hope that this research will bring dis-
criminative and generative tracking algorithms closer and help
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Figure 5: First row: Original image sequence. Second row: Image silhouettes. Third row: Reconstruction seen from the same
viewpoint used for training, Fourth row: Reconstruction seen from a synthetic viewpoint. Notice that despite noisy silhouettes,
our probabilistic tracker based on Bayesian mixture of experts (BME) conditionals can reconstruct the motion with reasonable
perceptual accuracy (however, there are imperfections, e.g. the right knee of the subject is tilted inward, whereas the one of the
model is tilted outward). A single hypothesis Bayesian tracker fails on the same sequence (see [24]).
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Figure 6: Tracking and 3d reconstruction of a dancing sequence. (a) Top row shows original images and silhouettes; (b) Bottom
row shows reconstructions from training (left) and new synthetic viewpoint (right).

stimulate a fruitful debate on their relative advantages within
a common probabilistic framework.
Future Work: We plan to do a detailed sensitivity analysis
w.r.t. motions and shapes that deviate from the training set.
We also study alternative, more compact state and feature rep-
resentations based on dimensionality reduction, and investi-
gate scaling aspects for large motion capture databases. Other
research directions involve reconstructing multiple people and
handling occlusions and different observation representations.
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